Art Biography
You probably do not think that you have a great deal of artistic or cultural experience and only limited
knowledge of this area. This, you might say, is the very reason that you are having CKV lessons.
But before you dismiss you cultural baggage as virtually non-existent, let’s take a close look. In order
to do this we will break things down into a few more easily to follow parts:
Primary school
What can you remember from your primary school days, plays you were in, creative lessons
you had, visits you made, musical instruments that you played, etc.
Secondary school
What can you remember from your primary school days, plays you were in, creative lessons
you had, visits you made, musical instruments that you played, etc.
Active participation
Which areas of art and culture are you actively involved in? Do you play or perform with a
musical instrument? Do you dance? Do you make you own drawings or paintings? Do you
write – poetry, a diary? Do you take photographs or sing in a choir? Are you a member of a
drama club? Do you design things using creative software on your computer?
Passive participation
Do you go to concerts, the theatre, the cinema, exhibitions or any other form of art or culture
as a ‘passive user’? What sort of music do you listen too?
Parents and family influences
What influences have your parents and/or family had on your cultural experiences up until
now? Are they the sorts of parents who drag you allow to allsorts of things and pack your
holidays abroad with cultural baggage, or have you grown up in a cultural vacuum?
Changes
What changes have you gone through in the last years in terms of your personal cultural
taste? Presumably you do not still listen to the same music or watch the same sort of movies
as six years ago, or do you?
Use these points above to guide you in writing you own cultural biography. A text of at least 400
words is expected, although depending on you experiences, it may end up being longer.
This, like all your CKV assignments should be brought to the lessons whilst you are working
on them. When a particular theme is finished, it should be added to your CKV dossier along
with all work that has been completed and marked.
When you have written you art biography text there is a short practical assignment that has to be
completed and turned into a title page for your text. The instructions on the next page explain what is
expected.

The Assignment………..
The assignment
could hardly be
simpler. Use your
mobile, your digital
camera, your
tablet or your
webcam to make a
‘selfie’ of yourself.
Just make sure
that it isn’t boring a
cliché. Do
something
surprising and use
it as a cover for
your art biography
text.

